Meeting room, ISKCON Belfast, Dunmurry
September 25th 2011 10:00 AM
ISKCON Ireland National Council
Meeting No.3
In attendance:Praghosa das
Premarnava das
Gopal Acarya das
Sri Rupa das
Somesh Kumar
Caitanya Candrodaya das

PR
PD
GA
SR
SK
CC

Apologies:Bhagavata dd
Mukunda Lila das

BG
ML

IINC Membership;All devotees representing ISKCON on the National Council should follow four regulative
principles and chant 16 rounds, with an exception for representatives of youth.
Proposals pending for specialised portfolios;a) Preaching;- SR to put forward proposals.
b) Youth;- CC to put forward proposals.
c) Education;- No initiative at this stage.
d) Communications.
Premarnava is nominated for Dublin centre;Belfast's second rep to be discussed next meeting;Namahattas, centres and temples of ISKCON Ireland was discussed, new temples or
preaching centres to be represented on NC and not be independent;Succession;Succession plans of GBC and TPs discussed. Proposals of proposed succession candidates to
be considered brought forward or discussed. It is a fundamental principle that every officer
and leader of ISKCON should seek a qualified person to succeed him/her in the management
role. Action point: CC GA PG
Scope of work for the ISKCON Ireland National Council;IINC currently is not a legally registered entity. It is an informal gathering that seeks that all
individual temples, centres and namahattas operate in a cooperative way. It does not
undermine or interfere with the positions of TPs who manage the temples and the GBC
regional representative does not normally exercises it’s veto on NC decisions, as such veto

situations are rare.
GBC/SPT Dev Org committee may provide a clear vision in the future role of NC as the
regional body.
Budget;Budget is to be outlined for common accounting third-party/visiting independent person for
producing summary quarterly. PG is to contact possible candidates to see estimate of the
costs. Costs are to be spread over a number of centres, all three legal entities to have a
separate summary on the same report organized by NC and produced quarterly. Action
point: PG
Details to be discussed next meeting.
Auditing situation, property record and requirement for a charity in Northern Ireland to be
clarified: Action point: CC
Agenda points:1)

ISKCON asrama residence requirements in Ireland:-

2)

Current issues and carried forward agenda items.

Next meeting Dublin 22nd January 2012, start at 11am (unless more agenda items
submitted).

